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The Mw 7.9 Wenchuan earthquake of May 12th, 2008 shattered and induced failures on slopes of hills surround-
ings the centre of the town of Qiaozhuang, located 300 Km NE of the mainshock epicentre. This motivated the
initial investigations on the possible occurrence of topographic amplification phenomena, which were conducted
through a temporary accelerometer monitoring carried out between April and October 2009 on Weigan hill and
Mount Dong, located SW and NE of the Qiaozhuang centre, respectively. In both cases, the amplification factors
were found higher at sites closer to the hilltop and lower near the foot of the slope (Luo et al., 2014). However,
the general characteristics of slope response also revealed that resonance phenomena were controlled by the local
geological setting characterised by Silurian phyllites with sub-vertical schistosity (at Weigan) and by fractured
Precambrian limestones (at Dong). To further investigate local slope response, ambient noise recordings, based
on the calculation of horizontal to vertical spectral ratio (HVNR or Nakamura method), were also conducted on
several sites in the peri-urban area, including those occupied by the accelerometer stations. The latter provided
the possibility to validate the outcomes of ambient noise analysis. Data interpretation has been hampered by a
contingent factor, i.e. the occurrence of environmental conditions characterised by a strong E-W oriented peak at
low frequencies (below 1 Hz), and by the locally complex structural setting. For example, in the case of Weigan
hill the sub-vertical schistosity appeared responsible for a considerable amplification of vertical ground motion.
The former problem implies the need of a repetition of measurements under different environmental conditions
to distinguish permanent, site-specific properties of noise related to slope dynamic response. By altering the H/V
ratio, the presence of vertical amplification represents an obstacle for a routine data analysis and a straightforward
interpretation of results. Therefore, further developments in advanced techniques of noise data analysis techniques
appear necessary to facilitate the extraction of reliable information on seismic response of slopes in geologically
complex conditions.
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